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	Head First Statistics, 9780596527587 (0596527586), O'Reilly, 2008
Wouldn't it be great if there were a statistics book that made histograms, probability distributions, and chi square analysis more enjoyable than going to the dentist? Head First Statistics brings this typically dry subject to life, teaching you everything you want and need to know about statistics through engaging, interactive, and thought-provoking material, full of puzzles, stories, quizzes, visual aids, and real-world examples.
  
  Whether you're a student, a professional, or just curious about statistical analysis, Head First's brain-friendly formula helps you get a firm grasp of statistics so you can understand key points and actually use them. Learn to present data visually with charts and plots; discover the difference between taking the average with mean, median, and mode, and why it's important; learn how to calculate probability and expectation; and much more.
  
  Head First Statistics is ideal for high school and college students taking statistics and satisfies the requirements for passing the College Board's Advanced Placement (AP) Statistics Exam. With this book, you'll:

	Study the full range of topics covered in first-year statistics
	Tackle tough statistical concepts using Head First's dynamic, visually rich format proven to stimulate learning and help you retain knowledge 
	Explore real-world scenarios, ranging from casino gambling to prescription drug testing, to bring statistical principles to life
	Discover how to measure spread, calculate odds through probability, and understand the normal, binomial, geometric, and Poisson distributions
	Conduct sampling, use correlation and regression, do hypothesis testing, perform chi square analysis, and more


Before you know it, you'll not only have mastered statistics, you'll also see how they work in the real world. Head First Statistics will help you pass your statistics course, and give you a firm understanding of the subject so you can apply the knowledge throughout your life.    

       About the Author


   Dawn Griffiths started life as a mathematician at a top UK university. She was awarded a First-Class Honours degree in Mathematics, and was offered a university scholarship to undertake a PhD studying particularly rare breeds of differential equations. She moved away from academia when she realized that people would stop talking to her at parties, and went on to pursue a career in software development instead. She currently combines IT consultancy with writing and mathematics.
  
  When Dawn's not working on Head First books, you'll find her honing her Tai Chi skills, making bobbin lace or cooking nice meals. She hasn't yet mastered the art of doing all three at the same time.
  
  She also enjoys traveling, and spending time with her lovely husband, David.      
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Business Continuity Planning and HIPAA: Business Continuity Management in the Health Care EnvironmentRothstein Associates, 2004
This book includes the precautions and procedures that address the concerns of HIPAA, but presents them along with other business components in order to emphasize the need for a holistic approach when constructing and maintaining a business plan.

This book examines business continuity planning as adapted to encompass the  requirements of...


		

Taking Your iPad 2 to the MaxApress, 2011

	Oh, how far we’ve come.


	As we progress into the second decade of the 21st century, it’s becoming increasingly
	obvious how the computers of the previous 30 years have begun to look not just old but archaic.
	The massive CRT monitors of the 1980s and 1990s have given way to pencil-thin displays of the
	2000s. The...


		

In Pursuit of the Gene: From Darwin to DNAHarvard University Press, 2008
The mystery of inheritance has captivated thinkers since antiquity, and the unlocking of this mystery—the development of classical genetics—is one of humanity’s greatest achievements. This great scientific and human drama is the story told fully and for the first time in this book.

Acclaimed science writer James...





	

Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Enterprise Applications on Windows Phone 7Packt Publishing, 2011

	In 2009, Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates announced the company's leading web application platform for organizations, SharePoint, has exceeded 1 billion dollars in profits with over 100 million licenses sold. I was in the audience when he said that and couldn't help but reflect on how far SharePoint has come in less than a decade. In the...


		

Circuit Systems with MATLAB and PSpiceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Software tools applied to circuit analysis and design are rapidly evolving, enabling students to move beyond the time-consuming, math-intensive methods of traditional circuit instruction. By incorporating MATLAB 7.0 and PSpice 10.0, alongside systematic use of the Laplace transform, Yang and Lee help readers rapidly gain an intuitive...


		

Encyclopaedia of the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine in Non-Western Cultures 2 Volume SetSpringer, 2008

	The second edition of this landmark encyclopaedia will contain approximately 1000 entries dealing in depth with the history of the scientific, technological and medical accomplishments of cultures outside of the United States and Europe. The entries consist of fully updated articles together with hundreds of entirely new topics.
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